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Introduction

The questions:

• How important are bequests for wealth inequality?

• Do bequests increase or reduce inequality?

• Why do people leave bequests?
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Data on bequests

Aggregate size:

• around 2% of GDP ($200 billion).

• estimates vary widely.

Size distribution:

• inheritances are probably more concentrated than wealth.

• 70% never inherit.

• top 2% account for 70% of inheritances.

Source: My calculations
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Bequest motives

The literature proposes and tests several theories.
No consensus as to which motives are important.

Household problem:

U (k1, ...) = max E

T∑
t=1

βt u (ct) + βT V (kT+1, ...)

subject to
kt+1 = Rkt + yt − ct
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Bequest motives

Accidental bequests:

• V (.) = 0.

• Bequests arise because households do not hold annuities.

Joy of giving:

• V (kT+1) is an arbitrary utility function.

• The amount given provides utility.

• Easy to implement, but vacuous unless the utility function is known.

Altruism:

• V (kT+1, ...) = U (kT+1, ...).

• Parents derive utility from utility of their children.

• Theoretically appealing, but harder to compute.

• Problems if parents and children overlap: strategic interaction.

Two-sided altruism:

• Children also value utility of their parents.

• If all have the same discount factors: family behaves as if a single decision maker
(Laitner).

Strategic / exchange motive:

• Parents derive utility from children’s behavior (e.g. visiting the parents).

• Parents "buy" that behavior from the children by promising bequests or by giving
inter-vivos transfers.

• Problem (in my view): the promise of bequests is not time-consistent.
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Evidence on Bequest Motives

Intended bequests

Pro:

• Households often do not dissave in retirement.

Con:

• Households without children do not dissave faster than households with children
(Hurd).

• Parents do not take advantage of tax-exempt inter-vivos transfers: Poterba (2001)
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Altruism

Most bequests are divided equally between children.

• Richer children receive at most marginally smaller inheritances (Laitner and Ohlsson,
2001)

• Seems to contradict altruism (Wilhelm).

Parental income shocks have little effect on child consumption

• not consistent with full risk sharing implied by operative altruism

• Hayashi et al. (1996)

Exchange theories

Children who interact more with parents receive larger transfers.
Also consistent with altruism.
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Summary

Results are very mixed.

Each motive that has been tested has also been rejected. This suggests
that households may be influenced by several motives, or that the importance
of each may vary across households. (Gale and Perozek, 2001)

This suggests an alternative approach:
Use a CGE model to measure the relative importance of alternative bequest motives.
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Bequests and wealth inequality

Findings in the literature are very diverse.

Accidental bequests:

• increase wealth inequality: Gokhale et al. (2001)

• reduce wealth inequality: Nishiyama (2002)

• have little effect on wealth inequality: Huggett (1996)

Intended bequests:

• increase wealth inequality: Castaneda et al. (2003), Laitner (2002), De Nardi (2004)

• findings disagree whether bequests help account for large wealth holdings.
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De Nardi (2004)

De Nardi (2004) finds: bequests greatly improve the model’s ability to account for top 1%
of wealth holdings.

Key model features:

1. Stochastic mortality

2. Joy of giving bequest motive:

φ (b) = φ1 (1 + b/φ2)
1−σ

3. Parents and children overlap

4. Chilren’s earnings are correlated with parental earnings at age 40.
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Calibration

1. Model period is 5 years.

2. Earnings approximate an AR(1) with 3 states.

3. Var of initial earnings matches earnings Gini.

4. φ1: matches transfer wealth ratio of 60%

5. φ2: matches (small) size of bottom 30% of estates (about 7% of average earnings)

Transfer wealth = the amount of wealth that a person holds that is “due to” inheritances
and inter-vivos gifts.

• not clear how it is defined here

• simply not a useful calibration target
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Results

754 REVIEW OF ECONOMIC STUDIES

TABLE 5
Results for the U.S. calibration

Capital–output Transfer wealth Wealth Percentage wealth in the top Percentage with negative
ratio ratio Gini 1% 5% 20% 40% 60% or zero wealth

U.S. data
3·0 0·60 0·78 29 53 80 93 98 5·8–15·0

No intergenerational links, equal bequests to all
3·0 0·67 0·67 7 27 69 90 98 17

No intergenerational links, unequal bequests to children
3·0 0·38 0·68 7 27 69 91 99 17

One link: productivity inheritance
3·0 0·38 0·69 8 29 70 92 99 17

One link: parent’s bequest motive
3·0 0·55 0·74 14 37 76 95 100 19

Both links: parent’s bequest motive and productivity inheritance
3·0 0·60 0·76 18 42 79 95 100 19

TABLE 6
Results for the Swedish calibration

Wealth–output Transfer wealth Wealth Percentage wealth in the top Percentage with negative
ratio ratio Gini 1% 5% 20% 40% 60% or zero wealth

Swedish data
1·7 >0·51 0·73 17 37 75 99 100 30

No intergenerational links, equal bequests to all
2·0 0·73 0·67 7 26 68 90 98 22

No intergenerational links, unequal bequests to children
1·9 0·42 0·69 7 28 71 93 99 26

One link: productivity inheritance
1·9 0·43 0·70 8 30 72 93 100 28

One link: bequest motive
1·5 0·46 0·74 9 32 76 96 100 33

Both links: bequest motive and productivity inheritance
1·5 0·47 0·75 10 34 78 96 100 33

6.1. No intergenerational links

Line 2 in Table 5 shows that an overlapping-generations model with no dynastic links and equal
distribution of bequests has serious difficulties in generating enough skewness to match the U.S.
distribution of wealth. The lower tail of the wealth distribution is too fat, and its upper tail is far
too thin.

The large number of people at low asset levels is a common problem of overlapping-
generations models. The households are born without savings that could be used to absorb
negative productivity shocks; hence, all young consumers who get a bad productivity shock hit
the borrowing constraint. As households work and get older, they gradually accumulate assets for

To explain the data for 20-year-old people, a theory of inter vivos transfers would, in my opinion, be required. The 20
year olds are also excluded from the U.S. data on the distribution.
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Bequests increase fraction of wealth held by top 1% from 8% to 18%.
Still quite a bit short of the data (29%)
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Size distribution of estates758 REVIEW OF ECONOMIC STUDIES
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FIGURE 3
Cumulative distribution of estates, solid = model, dash–dot = AHEAD data

distribution generated by the model actually compares very well to the AHEAD data until the
70-th percentile of the estate distribution. From that point on, the model predicts larger bequests
than those observed in the AHEAD data. The discrepancy is partly due to the fact that AHEAD
misses some large estates. As Davies and Shorrocks (2000) point out, over-sampling the rich is
necessary to obtain a good representation of the asset holdings of the richest.

The model’s implications about the elasticity of the old people’s savings to permanent
income are consistent with recent microeconomic estimates. Altonji and Villanueva (2002) use
U.S. data from the PSID to estimate the effect of an increase of 1 dollar of permanent income on
the asset holdings of the 70-year-old people. They find that this effect is rather small. To check
whether this can be consistent with a model with voluntary bequests such as mine, they run the
same regressions on the actual data and on data simulated using the models in this paper for
the U.S. They find that the effect of a dollar of permanent income on the old people’s savings
generated by my model with voluntary bequests is consistent with the magnitudes that they
estimate in the data.

Now look at some of the features generated by the model to better understand its
functioning. Figure 4 displays the strictly positive range of the bequest distribution for a 40-year-
old person, conditional on the person’s parent’s observed productivity level, should the parent
die during that period. At that age, the probabilities of receiving zero bequests are, respectively,
54%, 27%, 4% and 0%, for people with parents in the lowest, second lowest, second highest and
highest productivity levels. The average bequests expected are, respectively, 3, 5, 10 and 21 years
of average labour earnings. Even in the presence of a bequest motive, the parents run down their
assets after retirement, so the expected bequest declines. The fraction of people whose parent
lives up to the final age of the model economy and who do not receive a positive bequest are
97%, 95%, 90% and 56%, respectively. The average bequest that they expect at that point in life
is about 1·4, 1·7, 2·6 and 6·6 years of average labour earnings.

Figure 5 shows the strictly positive range of the bequest distribution for 40-year-old Swedish
agents, should their parent die this period. For people whose parent was at the lowest productivity
level at age 40, the average bequest is 0.6 years of average labour earnings, and the probability
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The model matches the 30th percentile by construction.
The top 10% of estates are far too large
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Importance of Inheritances

There are no rich households without inheritances.DE NARDI WEALTH INEQUALITY AND INTERGENERATIONAL LINKS 761
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FIGURE 7
U.S. calibration. Wealth quantiles: 0·1, 0·25, 0·5, 0·75, 0·85, 0·95, conditional on not having inherited
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FIGURE 8
U.S. calibration. Wealth quantiles: 0·1, 0·25, 0·5, 0·75, 0·85, 0·95, conditional on having inherited

physical capital. Poorer families will tend to have poorer children, thus generating persistence in
the lower end of the wealth distribution. At the upper tail of the distribution, rich children might
want to save less because they expect large bequests. However, they will also be richer (because
of their dominant income process and the bigger transfers they receive from their parents); hence,
they might want to save more. At the aggregate level, this will increase or decrease persistence
at the upper end of the wealth distribution, depending on which effect dominates. Most likely, if
the altruism toward their children is strong enough for the richer people, the desire to leave large
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physical capital. Poorer families will tend to have poorer children, thus generating persistence in
the lower end of the wealth distribution. At the upper tail of the distribution, rich children might
want to save less because they expect large bequests. However, they will also be richer (because
of their dominant income process and the bigger transfers they receive from their parents); hence,
they might want to save more. At the aggregate level, this will increase or decrease persistence
at the upper end of the wealth distribution, depending on which effect dominates. Most likely, if
the altruism toward their children is strong enough for the richer people, the desire to leave large
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Comments

1. The paper could use more data on inheritances.

(a) especially on correlation with earnings / wealth
(b) what fraction of high wealth holders in the data did not inherit?

2. The paper should use a better measure of aggregate bequests

Overall: the question remains open.
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Research Ideas

Use more data

1. match size distribution of inheritances (SCF)

2. match inheritances of the wealth rich

3. account for the fact that estates are split between multiple children + charities (estate
tax data)
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To motivate: some data from SCF and PSID

 A3

Table 6.  Lifetime inheritances by family income (SCF) 

Percentile 20 40 60 80 100

Fraction of total inheritance 3.6 3.9 9.4 14.1 69.0

Mean inheritance 0.2 0.3 0.7 0.9 5.0

Mean family income 0.1 0.3 0.5 0.7 2.5

Ratio inheritance / family 
income 164% 93% 160% 131% 200%

Notes: Based on 1989 Survey of Consumer Finances. Inheritances and family incomes are expressed as 
multiples of mean earnings per civilian employee. 

 

Table 7.  Lifetime inheritance by family lifetime earnings (PSID) 

Percentile 20 40 60 80 100

Fraction of total inheritance 13.9 19.9 42.1 58.7 100.0

Mean inheritance 0.6% 0.2% 0.9% 0.7% 1.7%

Mean family lifetime earnings 0.3 0.6 0.9 1.2 2.0

Ratio inheritance / family 
lifetime earnings 

2.0% 0.3% 1.0% 0.6% 0.9%

Notes: N = 888. Based on sample of PSID households with at most one surviving parent. Inheritances and 
family lifetime earnings are discounted to age 50 and expressed as multiples of mean lifetime earnings. 

Source: my calculations

The point: inheritances are, on average, a small fraction of lifetime earnings.
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Other Relevant Papers

A survey: Cagetti and De Nardi (2008)
Models with bequests: Ocampo and Yuki (2006), Cagetti and De Nardi (2009)
Data on bequests: Hurd and Smith (2001), Joulfaian (1994)
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